We report the synthesis, x-ray diffraction, magnetic susceptibility and specific heat measurements on polycrystalline samples of undoped LiNi 2 P 3 O 10 and samples with nonmagnetic impurity (Zn 2+ , S = 0) and magnetic impurity (Cu 2+ , S = 1/2) at the Ni site. The magnetic susceptibility data show a broad maximum at around 10 K and a small anomaly at about 7 K in the undoped sample. There is a λ-like anomaly in the specific heat at 7 K , possibly due to the onset of antiferromagnetic ordering in the system. The magnetic entropy change at the ordering temperature is close to the value corresponding to Rln (2S+1) expected for an S = 1 system. The temperature corresponding to the broad maximum and the ordering temperature both decrease on Zn and Cu substitutions and also in applied magnetic fields.
I. INTRODUCTION
The magnetic properties of pure and doped low dimensional quantum spin systems have been of interest to the condensed matter community following the discovery of many exotic and interesting phenomena in these systems. Especially in cases with a low value of the spin such as S = 1/2 there are strong quantum fluctuations and novel ground states can result. In some cases simple magnetic models can be used and thus, theoretical and numerical simulations can directly be compared with experimental results. Low dimensionality and strong electron correlations have been found to play a key role in driving novel phenomena like quantum criticality, spinglass transition, spin liquids, valence bond solid, superconductivity and many more exotic ground states [1] [2] [3] [4] .
Generally, ideal one dimensional (1D) Heisenberg antiferromagnets do not exhibit long range ordering at low temperature due to strong quantum fluctuations. However in real materials, weak interchain interactions are responsible for the three dimensional (3D) ordering [5] . Application of high magnetic field can suppress the interchain interaction leading the system from 3D ordered state to 1D quantum disordered state [6] . Considerable amount of attention has been paid to the study of the phase diagram of weakly anisotropic antiferromagnets where the transition to a long range order has been induced by Ising type anisotropy or interchain or interlayer coupling [7, 8] .
Theoretically, Néel [9] and experimentally Poulis et al. [10] have shown that, the applied magnetic field along the easy axis of an antiferromagnet(AFM) can rotate the sublattice vectors by 90 o to a spin-flop (SF) phase and the AFM to SF transition is a first order phase transition associated with a sudden rise of magnetisation with increasing applied magnetic field. Recently, much attention has been paid to Cu and V based phosphates owing to their rich interesting magnetic properties [11, 12] .
We concentrate here on the magnetic properties of LiNi 2 P 3 O 10. A close look at the structure of LiNi 2 P 3 O 10 (see sec. III) suggests that Ni (S = 1) atoms might be placed in a quasi-1D or quasi-2D arrangement. Therefore an investigation of its magnetic properties is interesting. We have therefore carried out magnetic susceptibility and specific heat studies on pure LiNi 2 P 3 O 10 and the effect of magnetic (S = 1/2) and non magnetic (S = 0) impurities on the parent system.
Magnetic susceptibility data are indicative of an antiferromagnetic interaction between Ni 2+ with exchange constant J/k B around -5 K. The system orders antiferromagnetically around 7 K as seen from susceptibility and heat capacity data. A change in the slope of the low temperature magnetisation with applied field is suggestive of an approach to a spin-flop transition which is very similar to that observed in a recently investigated S = 1 system [13] . The magnetic entropy change at the ordering temperature (as determined from measured heat capacity data) is consistent with the expected Rln3 for an S = 1 system (R is the gas constant). stoichiometric mixture was ground thoroughly before being heated gradually to 300 0 C for 6 h followed by heating to 500 0 C for 6h. The mixture was reground, pelletized and fired at 700 0 C for 36 h followed by regrinding and pelletization and firing at 770 0 C for 36 h. The final product is found to be yellow in colour.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
X-ray diffraction data of the polycrystalline samples were collected on a PANalytical X'Pert pro powder diffractometer equipped with a Cu target (λ = 1.54182 Å) coupled with a nickel filter in the θ-2θ mode. The pattern was recorded in a step scanning mode between 7 0 to 70 0 with a 0.017 0 step width and a step time of 40 seconds. The samples investigated here were found to be single phase and structural parameters were refined using Fullprof software [14] . Magnetisation M was measured as a function of applied magnetic field H (0 ≤ H ≤ 90 kOe) and temperature T (2 ≤ T ≤ 300 K) using a vibrating sample magnetometer of Quantum Design Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS).
We have performed specific heat (C p ) measurements using a commercial Quantum Design PPMS on thin, flat pellet samples in the temperature range (1.8 ≤ T ≤ 100 K) with various applied magnetic fields. Every sample measurement was preceded by a measurement of the addenda in the same temperature range following a thermal relaxation method. The sample heat capacity is obtained after subtracting the addenda heat capacity from total heat capacity.
III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
A. Crystal structure and lattice parameters
The LiNi 2 P 3 O 10 structure consists of Ni chains bridged by PO 4 tetrahedra but some Ni atoms are additionally linked by oxygen (see Fig. 1 ). The P-O-P angle in the PO 4 tetrahedra is 142. In the absence of any calculations estimating the relative magnetic exchange interaction between the various Ni atoms, we suggest different ways of looking at the structure in terms of the possible magnetic linkages. One possible way to look at the structure is to think of Ni atoms as forming chains along the crystallographic b-direction. However, there appear to be next-nearest-neighbour and next-next-nearest-neighbour linkages through the PO 4 tetrahedra. It is also possible that the Ni atoms which are coupled through PO 4 tetrahedra as also through oxygen, form a dimer and then the dimers are coupled. Alternatively, the chains mentioned above are perhaps coupled in the crystallographic a-direction in which case the geometry is more like a planar one. Clearly, the case is a complicated one and an unambiguous resolution from experiments may not be possible. On the other hand, it seems reasonably clear that this magnetic system is low-dimensional and this has motivated us to investigate further the properties of the undoped and doped analogs. The temperature T dependence of the magnetisation M in applied magnetic fields H = 5 kOe and 80 kOe was measured for LiNi 2 P 3 O 10 and the resulting magnetic susceptibility χ(T) = M/H is shown in Fig. 3(a) . These data show a broad maximum at around 10 K. In the case of AF order the anomaly in susceptibility is sharp unlike the broad one seen by us. This is indicative of short range order. At first sight, there does not seem to be any other anomaly but a closer investigation, especially plotting d χ /dT as in the inset of Boltzmann constant and N A is the Avogadro number. This is higher than the expected value µ eff = 2.83 µ B for S = 1, g =2 in the case of Ni 2+ . On increasing H from 5 kOe to 80 kOe, the location of the broad maximum is reduced from 10 K to 6.1 K and the anomaly in dχ/dT appears at 5.1 K instead of 6.8 K in the undoped system as shown in Fig. 3(b) . The decrease with field of the temperature at which there is a dχ/dT anomaly indicates the presence of an antiferromagnetic (AFM) transition.
The field dependence of the magnetisation isotherm is linear at high temperature as expected for a paramagnet. At temperatures below the maximum, the magnetisation is much lower than that expected for a paramagnet (see the Brillouin function in Fig. 4 ) which indicates the presence of an AFM state. Further, for the 3 K data, the increase in slope with field might be an indication of spin-flop transition. We note that it is difficult to get correct information regarding a spin-flop transition from polycrystalline samples. We are tempted to make the guess in our case because similar behaviour has been found in other polycrystalline samples [13] .
Concerning the analysis of the T-dependence of the susceptibility, the Curie-Weiss fit works well in the high-T range but obviously cannot reproduce the maximum at 10 K. On the other hand, for a low-dimensional material, a broad maximum is expected. As we have speculated in the section on crystal structure, a dimer model is one of the possibilities for modeling the magnetic properties of this compound.
For a system of isolated S = 1 dimers, governed by the Heisenberg interaction H =-2J S 1 . S 2
(where S 1 and S 2 are the spins comprising the dimer and J is the exchange interaction), the temperature dependence of magnetic susceptibility can be expressed as
Taking energy spectrum of the spin states E = -JS(S+1) with S = S 1 +S 2 , we obtain
Whereas a fit to the above dimer model is not so good, we obtained a better fit with a prefactor A (which might account for deviations from the ideal dimer model) in the above equation giving the fitting parameters J/k B = -4.5 K, and A = 0.79 (fixing g = 2).
(ii) Heat Capacity
The temperature dependence of heat capacity for LiNi 2 P 3 O 10 is shown in Fig. 6 . The temperature (~7 K) at which a λ-like anomaly is observed in the C p (T) data is the same at which there is an anomaly in the dχ(T)/dT data. This is an evidence of long-range AFM order.
We would now like to extract the magnetic contribution to the measured specific heat. In situations where a non-magnetic analog is available, the lattice contribution can be deduced from it. Due to non-availability of a non-magnetic analog for LiNi 2 P 3 O 10 , we have fitted the experimental specific heat data with a combination of four Debye functions [17] in the high temperature range (60-100 K) where the heat capacity is dominated by lattice contributions and then extrapolated to 2 K as shown in Fig. 6 (a). The fitting function used is The magnetic heat capacity C m (T) thus obtained represents the intrinsic magnetic contribution of LiNi 2 P 3 O 10 and is shown in Fig. 6 (b) . Magnetic specific heat is fitted with the dimer model as given below. The field dependence of specific heat is shown in Fig. 7 . The ordering temperature T N is found to be suppressed with the field. Also, there is a significant suppression of the magnetic specific heat just above T N with the application of magnetic field. This perhaps indicates the suppression of the short-range order in a field.
Zn and Cu doped LiNi 2 P 3 O 10 (i) Magnetic Susceptibility
Let us now consider the effects of impurity substitution on the magnetic properties of LiNi 2 P 3 O 10 . The magnetic susceptibility data in Zn doped LiNi 2 P 3 O 10 are shown in Fig. 8 (a) .
The broad maximum in χ(T) shifts to lower temperatures and the ordering temperature reduces with increasing doping [as shown in Fig. 8 (b In quantum antiferromagnets, introduction of S = 0 vacancies result in induced local moments on the neighbours and for a sufficient concentration this can give rise to spin-freezing (order from disorder) [18, 19] . Theoretically, Sandvik et al., have shown that impurity susceptibility diverges at certain points in the wave vector space [20] . Various disorder driven phase transitions have been observed in doped 2D antiferromagnets [21] and order-disorder transition in these systems is driven by site dilution [22] . In the prototypical ladder SrCu 2 O 3 , Zn impurities give rise to a cluster AF state [23] . Also, in the coupled two-leg ladder BiCu 2 PO 6 , Zn and Ni substitutions give rise to spin-freezing at low-T [24] . The magnetic susceptibility data in the Cu doped are shown in Fig. 9 . The substitution of Cu 2+ (S = 1/2) in place of S = 1 does not affect much the parent system. The variation of broad maximum and ordering temperature is very similar to Zn doped samples. The parent system shows a broad maximum in magnetic susceptibility at around 10 K suggestive of low dimensionality of the system. But the λ-like anomaly at about 7 K observed in the specific heat and dχ/dT data are indicative of a cross over to 3D behaviour and long range ordering at T N ~ 7 K which might be due to weak interchain/interdimer interaction. The change in slope of the low temperature magnetisation data might be associated with some kind of spin-flop transition.
The change in magnetic entropy at T N is consistent with the expected Rln3. The fit of magnetic susceptibility data to the dimer model yields a coupling constant J/k B ~ -5 K due to antiferromagnetic interactions between Ni 2+ . Non-magnetic impurity Zn 2+ (S = 0) and magnetic impurity Cu 2+ (S = 1/2) reduce the ordering temperature which can be due to a dilution effect.
We did not find any extra Curie term in the low-T magnetic susceptibility and the behaviour of the low-temperature magnetisation is very similar to that of the undoped system. The reduction of T N with applied magnetic field in the doped systems is very similar to the parent system.
Theoretically, band structure (LDA+U) calculations may provide information about the relative importance of the various exchange paths leading the LRO for the system presented here. We finally note that systems with a low-dimensionality which show a crossover to 3D are rich in physics and parameters (such as substitutions, pressure, field, etc.) which can move the crossover temperature would be interesting to investigate in the future to understand the complexities of magnetic linkages in real materials.
